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confetti and see that it is composed of hundreds of
punts wedged together like a crowd in the Mall. In
the punts are men in savage blazers which proclaim
in hoarse, scarlet accents the hall- mark of their wearers
in polite society. There are also girls. In the air
balloons filled with gas bob and rise in bunches on
the end of long strings.
* Like their dear little souls bobbing about/ says
the girl with the blue eyes.
I try to cheer her up ; but she is too young to be
simple-minded. I point out the striped pavilions on
the other bank. More Old Blues ! Some of the
oldest in the world. Faint across the water comes
the sound of a band. Hospital students with a piano
in a punt are singing in a good cause and collect-
ing money in a net at the end of a long bamboo pole,
The sun comes out of a hot, steamy sky and lights
up the confetti so that it shines.
c Like Nice dumped in the Thames/ says the girl
with the blue eyes as she prods moss with the point
of her parasol.
Everybody says how English Henley is. It is, of
course, quite un-English. It is like a sheikh in the
Strand. Even the poplars rise up out of the green
beaches by the river as if mildly outraged by this
colourful intrusion. The quiet green countryside
ending in a vista of sage-green trees beside a silver
stream is hushed in astonishment. Englishmen who
generally go about the world in black come out in
scarlet stripes, in blue and yellow, in green and
mauve.
Somebody's father leans out of a punt and coyly
bursts a balloon.
How shamefully Latin !
How lazy, how peaceful. . . .

